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ABSTRACT

This paper represents some theses and mathematical approach to optimization of
technical specification problems of the diesel generators system (DGS) at the Ignalina NPP
(INPP) in Lithuania.

Analysis unites three chapters, each attributed to the solving of related problems:

� dependency of the Core Damage Frequency (CDF) on DGS test interval (Chapter 2),
� analysis and comparison of two different maintenance strategies for DGS (Chapter 3),
� DGS test interval's optimisation (averaged loss function minimisation) taking into

consideration maintenance and DGS failure's consequence costs (Chapter 4).

The mathematical model was developed which lets to estimate DGS failure probability,
the averaged loss function value and study the influence of different parameters into final
results.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Terminology

'test' or 'maintenance' - any activity related with maintenance, repair and testing;
'test interval' - period between maintenance;
'maintenance duration' - time needed to maintain component.

1.2 System description

The Emergency Diesel Generator System is intended to provide electric power to unit's
auxiliaries needed for normal and accident conditions even in case of loss of off-site power.
As noted above, each of six power supply trains of the system has its independent power
source - diesel generator (they are independent on one another, as each diesel generator is
installed in a separate compartment). Diesel generator's technical characteristics:
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� maximum power without restrictions 5600 kW,
� nominal rotational speed of the shaft 1000 rpm,
� nominal voltage 6300 V,
� nominal frequency 50 Hz,
� fuel consumption at full power 228 g/kWh,

Diesel generator can be started manually or automatically. The number of power supply
trains reflects a conservative design, which promote execution of maintenance and testing in
accordance with basic requirements. The maintenance program specifies several periodic
diesel generator tests. Testing can be performed without strongly affecting the operability of
the plant systems. However, diesel standby units are classified among components attributed
as ”the most failed ones”. Failure rate figures though are of the same order as in the PWR and
BWR type NPP. Emergency Diesel Generator System was chosen for analysis, as the system
which' improper functionality or which is out of order when on demand could lead to accident
with severe consequences.

2 CDF DEPENDENCY ON DG TEST INTERVAL

As the first step of problem analysis, the question was stated out - how does the
alteration of the DG test interval overall influences the total reliability of the INPP. Core
Damage Frequency was picked as the figure that represents above-mentioned reliability. The
results were calculated with the help of the PSA model for INPP (Barselina [1] project),
which was modelled with the Risk Spectrum (software of the Relcon AB, Stockholm).

The defined DG test interval in this model is 720 hours, that is one month and the total
CDF approximately 4,13E-06. Important thing to mention that the sequence of defined basic
events 'Loss of offsite power-Common cause failure of diesel generators' is dominant in the
'Core damage' consequence. By changing the mean of the DG test interval from 0 to 1440
hours (100% reduced and 100% increased the now existing value by 72-hour-step), twenty
CDF values were calculated to present the rough estimation of this dependency, shown in the
Figure 1 below.

Figure 1 CDF dependency on DG test interval
The cross-point of the now existing DG test interval and respectively calculated CDF

for this interval is marked with dark colour (middle series' point). As it is seen from the Figure
1, when shortening DG test interval, CDF accordingly obtains smaller and smaller value. And
vice versa, while the DG interval is being step by step prolonged, CDF respectively to these
values gains always bigger values. Such dependency could be explained in this way: the more
often DG system is being tested, the more reliable it becomes. Due to significant impact of the
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DG system to overall reliability of the plant, when the reliability of the former increases, the
CDF of the plant is likely to diminish and contrary. The Table 1 below illustrates above
postulated thesis and gives some quantitative results.

Table 1 Alteration of CDF

Test
interval
(%)

CDF (%) CDF Test
interval
(%)

CDF (%) CDF

0 97,04 4,01E-06 100 100,00 4,13E-06
10 97,21 4,01E-06 110 100,63 4,15E-06
20 97,41 4,02E-06 120 101,21 4,18E-06
30 97,60 4,03E-06 130 102,13 4,22E-06
40 97,84 4,04E-06 140 102,86 4,25E-06
50 98,13 4,05E-06 150 103,68 4,28E-06
60 98,40 4,06E-06 160 104,70 4,32E-06
70 98,67 4,07E-06 170 105,50 4,35E-06
80 99,06 4,09E-06 180 106,54 4,40E-06
90 99,44 4,10E-06 190 108,09 4,46E-06

100 100,00 4,13E-06 200 109,09 4,50E-06

As a conclusion to this part of analysis, it can be said, that, according to the calculations
made with the PSA model, variations of the DG safety system test interval influences CDF
not so strongly, though CCF for diesel generators, which also depends on DG test interval,
has noticeable impact in CDF. Also it can be added that the maintenance error probability
(MEP) for diesel generators was not taken into considerations when modelling PSA for
Ignalina NPP.

3 THE OPTIMISATION OF TEST AND MAINTENANCE STRATEGY FOR DGS

Let's assume that the maintenance duration interval - 0≥τ  is equal for all six
components. The test scheme, which is applied now, is sequential testing - six components are
maintained one after the other. That means, that one DG is always maintained and five DGs
are always in the non-maintained state. If condition considered, that maintained DG is
changed by the longest-working DG immediately, then now existing test and maintenance
strategy is such: 120 hours maintenance duration and 720 hours test interval for one
component. The defined success criterion for the DG system is four functional components
when demanded. So, either no or one DG can fail on demand.

The other possible maintenance scheme is very alike, but the above mentioned
condition is not considered. This means that when the component is tested it does it is not
changed by the longest working for maintenance, only after time interval 0≥σ , letting all six
components to be functional for that time interval. So according to that maintenance scheme
we have periodical five-six functioning components pattern. Our aim is to compare these two
strategies taking aggregated system unavailability, which will be defined below, as a
comparison criterion.

Let's now derive system's probability to fail on demand at time interval ( )T ,0  - system's
aggregated unavailability for the second maintenance scheme (first maintenance scheme is a
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separate case of it when 0=σ ). On the sub-interval ( )τ ,0  we have five and on the ( )σττ + ,
six ready-to-operate diesel generators. As it is often met in publications, the random failure
time of component is modelled by the exponential distribution function

( ) ( )ttF  exp1 λ−−= , (1)

where λ  is a failure rate the same for all diesel generators. If [ ]1 ,0∈γ  is a probability (equal
for all diesel generators), that maintenance disables the component, then the total probability,
that the i -th component is failed when demanded will be as follows (see [2])

( ) ( ) ( )tFtq ii γγ −+= 1 . (2)

Distribution function for five non-maintained components on the time interval
( )στ + ,0  is

( ) ( )( )( ) 4..0 ,1exp1 =+++−−= iiittFi στλ (3)

and for the sixth component it is a piecewise function
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then it is just ( ) ( ) ( )tFtq 55 1 γγ −+= . And the unavailability, that is also probability for the
system to fail when demanded on both intervals, is a piecewise function expressed as follows
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Let's now define average unavailability, which is also the average fractional dead time in
( )στ + ,0 , i.e. average proportion of time that the system is down
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And the total average unavailability for the system over the systems' lifetime interval ( )T ,0  is
just
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avaggr UTU
στ +

= . (7)

Now let's define the following parameters 05-E45,4=λ  per hour and 50E70,2 +=T
hours. Before comparison of two maintenance schemes, several things should be noted. The
first one is range, in which the optimal maintenance interval can be analysed i.e., doubtfully it
can be several hours or even several ten hours long, because of that reason that it is hardly
physically possible to perform proper maintenance in such a short interval. And of course this
interval should not exceed thousands of hours for one component, in that way if the system
consists of six elements, the next time the component will be maintained would be after half
of year or even more. That is of course not normal. The second thing is self-determined
restriction not to diminish the availability of the DG system, which now refers to the 120-hour
maintenance duration and 720-hour test interval with other parameters defined above and

03-E00,1=γ

Figure 2 Aggregated system's unavailability. Maintenance duration varies

It is seen from the Figure 2 that the second maintenance strategy is better with σ  at which the
curve of aggregated unavailability with shortened maintenance duration interval is bellow the
point-style line, which corresponds to now existing aggregated unavailability.

Table 2 System unavailability's dependence on MEP

Shortened maintenance duration interval (h)γ
115 110 105 100

1,00E-04 15 33 57 89
5,00E-04 18 42 74 117
1,00E-03 25 61 111 166

Here is the interpretation of the results presented in Table 2. Table 2 gives such, let's say
maximum, maxσ values with different shortened maintenance duration intervals, at which the
aggregated unavailability, corresponding to that σ  equals the now existing unavailability
level, with various MEP - γ . Such results allow to do the conclusion that if it was possible to
shorten maintenance duration not essentially, it would give us considerable changes in
maintenance strategy, by letting the unavailability do not exceed the now existing level, but
making system's maintenance strategy more rarer. This situation allows gaining some
economical advantage.
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4 COST OPTIMISATION

Let's now move to the last part of analysis before conclusions. The problem, which will
be analysed in this chapter, could be shortly formulated as follows. Maintenance strategy with
shorter maintenance interval raises maintenance costs over all system's lifetime interval due to
frequent testing and contrary, if testing is performed rarer it costs us less. Let's say that if
accident happens because of this safety system's failure, it has quite bigger financial damage
compared with maintenance costs of the system. The quantity of possible accident costs' is
hard to estimate because of the economical-social aspects of the accident consequences. The
problem then could be to find optimal test interval of the safety system, which corresponds to
the minimum average costs over the interval ( )T ,0 . This problem can be solved more from
mathematical point of interest just trying to make some approach to answering the 'How could
it be solved?' question.

Here are some primary conditions for the mathematical model. Let's divide interval
( )T ,0  into sub intervals ( ) ( )[ ) ( )( )1/ ,0 ,  , −+=+++= σττστσττ Tiiii  (time intervals when
one diesel generator is maintained and five DGs are in a non-maintained state) and

( ) ( )( )[ ) ( )( )1/ ,0 ,1 ,1 −+=++++= στστστσ Tiiiii  (intervals when six DG are in a non-
maintained state). If the system is failed earlier in time scale than the signal to start this
system is generated at any of these sub-intervals then accident happens. The exponential
distribution law defines the generation of system's start signal

( ) ( )ttFsignal  exp1 α−= , (8)

where α  is signal generation frequency. Then the probability of the accident has the
following mathematical interpretation
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Assume that quantity S  is value, which represents how many times the accident's costs
exceed total maintenance costs over the interval ( )T ,0 . If some loss function has the next
expression

( )
στ

στ
+

+= TSPSf accidentloss ,, , (10)

where ( )στ +/T  is the number of maintenance, then with other parameters fixed σ , at which
loss function gains minimum, is optimal - optσ .

Here are the results with the fixed parameters 05E70,2 +=T , 05-E45,4=λ ,
03-E48,7=α , 03-E00,1=γ . Let's say we have managed to shorten system's maintenance

interval from 120 to 100 hours. Then following the logic of the Chapter 4 and taking results
from Table 2 the maximum σ , which allows not to exceed the now existing system's
unavailability level, is 166max =σ  hours. So the optimal optσ  can gain values in the interval
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[ ]max ,0 σ . Figure3 below illustrates characteristic behaviour of the averaged loss function,
with different parameter S  values (it is alike with other γ ).

Figure 3 Characteristic averaged loss function
The dependency of the averaged loss function and σ  can be interpreted in that way. At
various S  values different optσ  exists. At bigger S  the optimal length of the interval when
six DGs are functional is likely to be 0 hours, because the costs of the possible accident starts
to dominate over the aggregated costs of maintenance. Contrary, when S  gains smaller values
then maintenance costs begin to dominate over accident costs and the maintenance strategy
then would be with the biggest allowed maxσ , not exceeding the now existing system's
unavailability level. Thus optimal optσ  exists with defined parameter S . It "moves" towards

maxσ  when S  decreases and other way towards 0 when S  increases.

5 CONCLUSIONS

DG system carries big importance into total proper operation and safety of the whole
Ignalina NPP. However the reliability of the DG system itself is determined by such
parameters as test period, maintenance duration and corresponding maintenance strategy to
these parameters. As one of the major results of this paper there were come to such
conclusion. The test period for the components of the system can be prolonged only by
shortening the maintenance duration and letting six DGs function for a time interval, at which
the final system's unavailability does not exceed the now-existing level. For example, if we
managed to decrease maintenance duration from now existing 120 down to 110 hours, then
we could approximately for 60 hours let all six generators function at the maintenance error
probability 03-E00,1=γ  and increase test period from now existing 720 up to 1020 hours.

The loss function was defined formally consisting of two parts. The first one carries
probabilistic character and equals to the costs of probable accident due to DG system's failure,
while the second is determined and equals to the costs of maintenance' over all system
lifetime interval costs. Actually the fractional value of these costs was analysed i.e., the
quantity of how much times the accident's costs are bigger than the aggregated maintenance
costs. When estimating this averaged loss function, the following conclusions were made.
When accident's costs are dominant over maintenance costs (for example parameter
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07E00,1 +=S ) then aggregated average loss function gains minimum when the system is
maintained according to the first maintenance pattern (sequential testing scheme, one DG is
always maintained, 0=σ ). Contrary, when aggregated maintenance costs increase compared
with probable accident's costs (let's say 06E00,4 +=S ), then the loss function gains
minimum, when maintenance duration is shortened and the time interval with six operating
system units is equal to such, at which DG unavailability's level is equal to now-existing
( 60max =σ ). So with the value of loss function between presented above loss function gains
minimum ( 06E00,7 +=S , 30=optσ , 03E00,1 −=γ ).
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